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Abstract Recently, people rely on mobile devices to conduct their daily fundamental activ-
ities. Simultaneously, most of the people prefer devices with Android operating system. As the
demand expands, deceitful authors develop malware to compromise Android for private and
money purposes. Consequently, security analysts have to conduct static and dynamic analyses
to counter malware violation. In this paper, we adopt static analysis which only requests
minimal resource consumption and rapid processing. However, finding a minimum set of
features in the static analysis are vital because it removes irrelevant data, reduces the runtime of
machine learning detection and reduces the dimensionality of datasets. Therefore, in this paper,
we investigate three categories of features, which are permissions, directory path, and tele-
phony. This investigation considers the features frequency as well as repeatedly used in each
application. Subsequently, this study evaluates the proposed features in three bio-inspired
machine learning classifiers in artificial neural network (ANN) category to signify the useful-
ness of ANN type in uncovering unknown malware. The classifiers are multilayer perceptron
(MLP), voted perceptron (VP) and radial basis function network (RBFN). Among all these
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three classifiers, the outstanding outcomes acquire is the MLP, which achieves 90% in
accuracy and 87% in true positive rate (TPR), as well as 97% accuracy in our Bio Analyzer
prediction system.
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network

1 Introduction

The evolutionary update in mobile communication fields adjusts the way communities connect
with each other in present days. From the introduction of mobile devices, the lives of
populations ended up being less demanding and the communications among individuals
became effortless and more accessible [15, 42, 58]. Concurrently, these facilities provide the
opportunities for deceitful authors to develop malware to accomplish nefarious actions such as
tracking user’s location, committing bank fraud, accessing personal login details, imitating as a
valid antivirus software and copying user’s private data (i.e. photos, files, and documents). In
the second quarter of 2016, McAfee [59] marked the highest number of new mobile malware
samples since 2014. Furthermore, in the third quarter of 2016, Kaspersky Lab [49] reported the
rate of the users encountered mobile banking Trojan is constantly increasing in September,
which was almost eight times greater than in June. Additionally, Symantec discovered the rate
of Android malware families is increased [82]. Consequently, it is indispensable to counter
Android malware infringement and reducing its risks [9].

In order to identify malware, security analysts implement two types of analysis, particularly
dynamic and static. Dynamic analysis classifying an application either malware or benign by
executing it and monitor its behavior [4]. For instance, in this type of analysis, a study [26]
investigates mobile network traffic to observed network system activities to discover malware.
Nonetheless, the limitations in the dynamic analysis only include a certain range of time which
precludes activities which beyond the time range, triggers only certain of activities which
possible to miss other actions beyond the analysis range and require high resources (i.e.
memory and processor) [24]. Therefore, static analysis is another alternative for security
analysts to detect malware. It is the type of analysis which examines overall code thoroughly,
therefore further capable of examining the whole structure of the application [20], and
discovers malware that behaves under unusual conditions which is much more accurate
[18]. In addition, along with machine learning mechanism, static analysis is able to detect
unknown malware similar to dynamic analysis [92]. It consumes low memory resource, CPU
consumption, and less time processing. The example papers which utilizes static analysis using
machine learning are [1, 11, 79]. From static analysis advantages, we prefer static analysis in
this paper. Nevertheless, it requires a set of relevant features known as features to identify an
application either malware or benign.

Features refer to the characteristics or attributes used by machine learning to classify an
application either malware or benign (normal). Relevant features in minimal amount are
imperative because it contributes to develop an accurate predictive model to improve the
accuracy of limited data and reduces the complexity of the machine learning model [28].
Hence, scrutinizing features in application code are necessary to detect malware. In past
studies in machine learning and static analysis, they investigate permission category as features
[68, 69, 71, 83]. However, one type of malware, root exploit, is able to bypass the permission
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